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Chapter 2
Health and Safety


1.  Which of the following is NOT considered a common method of exposure?
A)  Inhalation
B)  Ingestion
C)  Skin absorption
D)  Physical

2.  A group of responders have been exposed to multiple doses of a material during numerous emergency responses, best describing ____________.
A)  acute effects
B)  chronic effects
C)  acute exposure
D)  chronic exposure

3.  This method of exposure allows hazardous materials such as corrosives to immediately damage skin or body tissue on contact.
A)  Injection
B)  Direct contact
C)  Skin absorption
D)  Inhalation

4.  A _____ effect implies an effect at the point of contact from where a hazardous material made contact with an individual.
A)  dose
B)  local
C)  systemic
D)  toxic

5.  What is the measurement of toxicity where the concentration of an inhaled substance results in death among 50% of the test populace?
A)  Lethal concentration
B)  Lethal dose
C)  Parts per million
D)  Parts per billion

6.  This is the 15-minute, time-weighted average exposure that should not be exceeded at any one time, nor be repeated more than 4 times daily with a 60-minute rest period between each exposure.
A)  Threshold-limit value/time-weighted average
B)  Permissible exposure limit
C)  Short-term exposure limit
D)  Level that is immediately dangerous to life or health

7.  This describes an atmospheric concentration of any toxic, corrosive, or asphyxiant substance that poses an immediate threat to life, or would cause irreversible or delayed adverse health effects.
A)  Threshold-limit value/time-weighted average
B)  Permissible exposure limit
C)  Short-term exposure limit
D)  Level that is immediately dangerous to life or health

8.  This heat-related condition exhibits as a mild form of shock when the circulatory system begins to fail as a result of the body's inadequate effort to give off excessive heat.
A)  Heat rash
B)  Heat cramps
C)  Heat exhaustion
D)  Heat stroke

9.  Regardless of the ambient temperature, personnel will perspire heavily in impermeable chemical protective clothing, which, when removed during the decontamination process, will allow the body to _____.
A)  adjust normally
B)  cool rapidly
C)  heat rapidly
D)  stay the same

10.  These should be developed for situations where excessive noise levels make verbal or radio communications impossible.
A)  Call signs
B)  Hand signals
C)  Note cards
D)  Signal flags





